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AppNexus
Deals
If you are focused on growing your private
marketplace, AppNexus offers an industry
leading technology platform designed to
empower your sales teams, accelerate
your ad operations, and give you an edge in
growing your private marketplace revenue.
AppNexus is one of the only companies
that can offer a truly global footprint, with
22 offices in 12 countries on four
continents, we are the platform of choice
for thousands of customers, from leading
public companies and startups alike.
AppNexus works with some of the most
premium publishers with Deals, including
Microsoft, ESPN, Turner, Fox, and Forbes.

Create PMPs that Stand Out with the Industry’s
Most Flexible Deals Toolset
We believe publishers build real businesses through
differentiation – not following the herd. AppNexus offers the
most flexible Deals platform in the market so you can package
inventory on your terms and accommodate any buyer’s needs.
Mix and match any of the criteria below to sell your inventory in
ways no other platform can support:

	Prioritized Access - Leverage 10 distinct priority tiers
	Floor Transparency - Pass the required bid value for
buyers who prefer transparency or mask your settings
to drive bid prices up

	Pricing Type - Mix and match fixed price or auction
based with one or many buyers

	Exclusivity - Give exclusive access or have buyers
compete

	1st Party Data - Leverage your publisher data assets

State of Private Marketplaces
Buyers of all types are pouring money into the deals
marketplace so they can leverage publisher data, preferred
rates, and priority access to inventory, not to mention protect
their budgets against the risk of fraud. Thanks to these
benefits deals are growing at four times the rate of the broader
programmatic marketplace year-over-year. Neither
publishers nor buyers can afford to ignore this premium
channel, or fall behind the competition.

to create

	Special Formats & Sizes - Enable large canvas
creatives and rich media for some buyers while
keeping tighter controls for others
By giving the tools to create the most customized deals,
AppNexus allows you to create truly differentiated products
buyers can’t purchase anywhere else, driving new value for
them and increased yield for your business.
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Ad Ops at Light Speed
We put our money where our mouth is when it comes to cutting
edge technology – that’s why AppNexus is the only platform
where you can see reporting in just 10 minutes delayed from
real time. See bid data minute-by-minute to provide Ad Ops
teams with the clarity they need to QA deals as soon as they go
live. Publishers on AppNexus can resolve issues faster than is
possible with other platforms, reducing time to revenue, and
provide the best possible service to their end customers.

Built for Humans, Not Robots
AppNexus believes technology enables relationships – it
doesn’t replace them. The AppNexus Deals platform offers all
the powerful features you need without the burdensome
operational workflow of approvals built into other UIs. Free
your sales team to sell how they want, where they want,
knowing you can move fast once you have an opportunity in
hand.

Seamless Integration with the AppNexus

Looking to get started?

Programmable Platform

AppNexus makes getting started quick and easy.
To learn more, please contact us at
publishers@appnexus.com

AppNexus is the industry’s leading single, end-to-end
platform. We have built one of the industry’s largest platforms
serving both the buy and sell side of the market, which
provides unique advantages for deals that run entirely on the
AppNexus platform.

	Data Protection – Activate your data without worry.
Security is baked in for AppNexus Programmable
Platform users and available to external buyers for
your most sensitive inventory

	Shared Delivery Execution with AppNexus
Programmable Platform Users – See when buyers
are targeting a campaign to a deal, and bid rejection
reasons are shared between both buyer and seller.

	100% Cookie Match between AppNexus
Programmable Platform Users and Sellers –
Maximize your total revenue opportunity
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